
Train your Brain for the Game!

Sports Mindset Training
Coach Ann Rivera

Choose from one of the following topics or talk 
with me about an issue you notice with your 

athletes and I can create a session tailored to 
their needs
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For athletes and coaches



BRAVR Method

This is the most popular technique and 
it's easy to learn for any sport

BRAVR Breathing Method 
for athletes

The BRAVR is a step-by-step system designed to increase focus and motivation, 
improve performance and decrease stress all in a simple to implement 5-minute 
pre-practice mental warm-up. I will coach athletes through the technique which is 
easily repeatable after the session. The session ends with a guided visualization 
using the BRAVR method and each will receive a copy of the script for doing it 
themselves. (or coach led) 
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Breathe * Release * Affirmation * Visualization * Reset



ROUTINES 
PRE-GAME
PRE-SHOT

Athletes will learn how to 
overcome strict 
expectations that can 
undermine their 
confidence. They'll learn 
to replace expectations 
with process goals which 
will help focus on 
execution

Expectations 
Vs 

Process goals

Athletes will learn about 
the advantages and 
disadvantages for 
perfectionists in sports, 
and to learn how to cope 
with the challenges that 
come with perfectionism in 
sports

Perfectionist 
thinking

Athletes will be taught 
the 3'R's Recognize, 
Release and Refocus 
along with a specific 
routine to recover from 
mistakes, to refocus or 
handle anxiety

RECOVERY 
FROM 

MISTAKES

The goal of this session is 
for athletes to learn how 
to be proactive with their 
confidence. Athletes will 
design a confidence 
resume to review prior to 
a competition. 

Pro-Active
Confidence

 Athletes will learn and apply 
a pre-game routine. Also 
routines for pre-shot, pitch, 
serve, or any other stop-and- 
go sport task

Athletes will choose 
the top 3 values that 
are the foundation of 
their drive to compete 
and set goals that 
align with them

Goal Setting

Think Sports Center Top 10. Athletes will declare their top 3 greatest moments in 
sports and be guided to create a visualization they can do before competitions 
reliving these moments where they had touched their potential and found a flow state

Personal Highlight reel
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45 or 60 minute sessions



Sports Mindset Training 
Coach Ann Rivera

D.1 Volleyball Full-Ride at Pepperdine
5-year Professional Indoor player 

Professional Beach Player 

Indoor and Beach coach 20 yrs
Masters in Education
High school Spanish Teacher for 10 years
Certified Life Coach
Certified Sports Mindset Coach
15 years experience as a mindset coach

           Switzerland, China & Spain

          Spain, England & US Pro tour


